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Oil prices have slightly increased over the past
few weeks and are still fluctuating up and
down after they dropped to below $20 a barrel,

and are now close to $40. So, it is like a step forwards
and two backwards. I will not write about others or
another oil producing country besides our own, that
unfortunately seems to be still not oil-weaned and still
‘breastfeeding’ on it. 

Our country’s ‘oil age’ is close to 70 years but it
seems to be still clinging to its mother’s breast, feed-
ing on oil. It is not yet weaned, it has not yet reached
puberty, youth or old age. It is still acting as if it is
below two years old and needs to breastfed day and
night - before going to bed and on getting up. 

Endless seas of oil have been used up the past 70
years, but our country never learned to swim in those
running seas. What has Kuwait achieved by oil? Has it

made any sustainable projects that would enable it do
without oil or even make it a second, third or even sec-
ondary source of income?

What alternative sources of income has Kuwait cre-
ated? Unfortunately, NOTHING. For the past 70 years,
we have been dealing with oil as an ATM, that when-
ever we need some money, we insert our ATM card,
type the sum needed and take it out to spend it, then
go back repeating the process over and over again. We
have all, including the government, strongly believed
in the saying: “Give and spend and God will send”. 

We have all been extravagantly and crazily spend-
ing without considering rationalization or conserva-
tion. The more citizens got satisfied, the more greedy
for money they became, and thus cry out claiming to
be needy. The government immediately responds,
putting more money in their pockets, which only
makes them more and more greedy and ungrateful. 

Money was lost by the corrupt, bribe recipients and
thieves who all grew richer while the country is get-
ting poorer, or is almost there. Where are our wise
plans for a future without oil to secure the country and
its people’s sustainability and dignity without begging
- plans that would make these people live peacefully
and work harder in their country without laziness as
they nowadays do and as the government made them
do by unwise irrational policies?

We once used to own the sea and became its
masters, but now oil owns us and we have become
its slaves!  

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Crime
R e p o r t

Five injured in gas
cylinder explosion

KUWAIT: Five Egyptian men were rushed to Jahra Hospital
when a gas cylinder exploded in their Jahra residence. The
interior ministry received a call about an explosion in Qasr,
so police along with paramedics and firemen rushed to the
scene and found five men were injured. Firemen are inves-
tigating the causes behind the incident.

Historians and political observers can divide
Saudi Arabia’s modern history into three phases
- foundation, uniting the kingdom and facing

many challenges during the reigns of kings Abdul Aziz,
Saud and Faisal, followed by the phase of moderniza-
tion, education, agriculture, industry and expanding
the two holy mosques during the reigns of kings
Khaled, Fahd and Abdullah, and finally the third phase
of comprehensive development and rise that wit-
nessed Saudi Arabia’s breakthrough as a major mili-
tary, political and economic power starting with the
reign of King Salman bin Abdul Aziz and will continue
with his Crown Prince Mohammed bin Nayef and the
Deputy Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman, who
brilliantly reviewed the kingdom’s future vision a few
days ago. 

It is good to see that political leaders have visions.
What is even better is for such visions to be serious, cor-
rect and real, and not only nominal. This was exactly
what the world listened to during Prince Mohammed’s
interview with Turki Al-Dekheel on Arabiya TV, during
which the latter asked serious and direct questions to
get similar answers from the young prince.

By the beginning of the last century, the late king
Abdul Aziz Al Saud achieved his visions of uniting
Saudi Arabia, launching his endeavor from Kuwait to
the far northeastern corner of Arabia and ending in
Aseer in its far southeastern corner. His distinguished
sons, kings Saud and Faisal, managed to continue
maintaining Saudi Arabia’s security and stability
despite challenges in the 1950s and 1960s that top-
pled many monarchies but could not do the same
with Saudi Arabia. 

Then came kings Khaled, Fahd and Abdullah who
launched the project of modernizing Saudi Arabia by
dispatching hundreds of thousands of students on
scholarships to the West, building universities, expand-
ing the two holy mosques and building huge farms
and factories that turned the kingdom into an out-
standing country on the world map and Saudi Arabia
joined the G20 club. Saudi Arabia also managed to
rout terrorism that targeted its security. 

Starting with King Salman’s reign, he brilliantly
managed to fill the gaps after US troops withdrew
from the Middle East and changed alliances by creat-
ing Arab and Muslim alliances. Saudi Arabia also
responded to the drastic fall in oil prices by launching
the world’s greatest economic project that the young
Prince Mohammed announced with the aim of creat-
ing alternative sources of income other than oil, mak-
ing use of the kingdom’s unique location and it being
an attraction for all Arabs and Muslims, visiting its holy
sites, investing in public and private lands, Aramco’s
offer of a public subscription, launching military indus-
tries, supporting transparency and rationalizing gov-
ernmental decisions by using governance, focusing on
human development, encouraging tourism, invest-
ment, recreation, building the world’s largest Islamic
museum and granting ‘green cards’ or permanent resi-
dency to those living for long in Saudi Arabia, which is
a pioneering idea that other GCC states and Arab
countries can consider. 

Finally, other GCC and Arabs states that mainly
depend on oil revenues can consider this strategic
vision and major roadmap to follow in Saudi Arabia’s
footsteps, because it would be better for Saudi Arabia
and regional countries to all rise together. 

Yes, this fantastic vision will face domestic and for-
eign obstacles that will be overcome by strong will,
because what makes great countries is great leaders
with great visions. Korea, Malaysia and Singapore had
less potentials that Saudi Arabia has, and yet, with
visions and hard work, they managed to achieve
remarkable breakthroughs. 

— Translated by Kuwait Times
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Friend beats friend
A citizen beat his friend while drinking liquor inside a
car, so both were detained at Salmiya police station.
Police received a call about the fight in Salmiya, so
patrols went there and brought the two men under
control. The two are friends and a dispute took place
that turned into a fight.

Suicide attempt
An Egyptian woman attempted suicide by drinking med-
icine in a Salmiya house. The husband said he found his
wife unconscious with a variety of pills next to her, so he
rushed her to hospital. The woman said her husband is
not allowing her to travel, saying she wanted to see her
family. — Al-Rai

Ooredoo gold sponsor 

of Conference of Roadmap

Towards Smart Government

KUWAIT: Ooredoo Kuwait, a member of international
Ooredoo Group, was the gold sponsor of the recent
Conference of Roadmap Towards Smart Government,
held at Marina Hotel, under the patronage of Minister
of State for Cabinet Affairs Sheikh Mohammad Al
Abdullah Al Mubarak Al Sabah, with positive partici-
pation of 36 government agencies. 

The conference has addressed the concept of e-
government, which has gradually developed over
several stages, from offering e-services and connect-
ing public sector and the private sector to creating a
connected government and smart government. It
also explained means of transition to a smart govern-
ment and its work mechanism.

Mijbil Alayoub, Director of Corporate
Communications at Ooredoo Kuwait said: “We are
delighted to participate in the Conference of
Roadmap Towards Smart Government, we believe
that transition to a smart government will serve the
interests of citizens and expatriates, and we look for-
ward to seeing the official launch of the project. On
this occasion, and on behalf of the company, I would
like to thank all operators of the project and organiz-
ers of the Smart Government Excellence Award for
holding this important conference.”

“We at Ooredoo seek to be part of activities and
initiatives that enrich the lives of individuals and com-
munities where we work, particularly in the area of
technology. We look forward to further engaging in
all initiatives serving the interests of people and soci-
ety in the near future.” Added Alayoub

Ooredoo seeks to enhance cooperation with the
government in order to support the application of
technology in the state’s various sectors and con-
tribute to the development of different agencies.

What alternative sources of income

has Kuwait created? Unfortunately,

NOTHING. For the past 70 years, we

have been dealing with oil as an ATM.

KUWAIT: Director General of Kuwait
Municipality Eng Ahmad Al-Manfouhi
formed a team from the municipality,
Interior Ministry and residents from
block 12 in Salmiya, and gave them two
weeks to solve the problem of having
bachelors living in the area.

Manfouhi said the process of inter-
rupting power to violating homes rented
to bachelors had already started, as
direct orders were given to Hawally
branch director and emergency team in
cooperation with the Interior Ministry to
carry out the necessary investigations to

remove the bachelors completely. He
said the municipality will not hesitate in
implementing the law especially in the
issue of bachelors and will work hard to
remove all violations. He said he will
meet the area residents on May 12 to dis-
cuss the latest developments. — Al-Rai

Bachelors in Salmiya

Blk 12 must leave

KUWAIT: “Kuwait Finance House assumes its corporate
social responsibility emanating from its sharia-compliant
business model and its priority to serve the society and to
support pro bono efforts exerted by official charity institu-
tions. This contributes in the success of Kuwait social and
civilized development,” said Chief Executive Officer at KFH,
Mazin Saad Al-Nahedh. 

He applauded, during receiving Zakat House Director
General Dr Ibrahim Al-Saleh and Deputy General Manager
Kawthar Al-Musalam in presence of a number of officials
from both sides where he handed them the cheque with a
value of KD 7.514.278 million, the efforts of Zakat House in
executing charitable projects that serve the community,
indicating that such support reflects the bright image of
Kuwait. He reiterated KFH’s firm belief in the importance of
constantly supporting the projects that serve the society,

noting that KFH has a proven track record in this regard. 
Meanwhile, Zakat House Director General Dr Ibrahim Al-

Saleh praised the positive role of KFH in supporting the
Zakat House to execute its pro bono projects, while shoul-
dering its humanitarian role in helping the poor and the
needy. He confirmed that KFH’s initiatives underline the
bank’s significant role in assuming social responsibility, and
affirms its prestigious status as a world leading Islamic finan-
cial institution. Saleh said that the collaboration between
Zakat House and KFH serves in achieving the social develop-
ment, expressing his thanks and gratitude to KFH. 

It is worth noting that the donated value will be dis-
tributed to cover several activities of the Zakat House in
Kuwait, yet to supporting charity committees and soci-
eties working in the field of pro bono projects and
humanitarian aid. 

KFH donates KD 7.5

million to Zakat House

Al-Nahedh and Al-Saleh with KFH and Zakat House officials

Rents to 

drop soon?
KUWAIT: A number of real estate experts detected a 10 per-
cent drop in apartment rentals in investment areas such as
Salwa, Fahaheel, Mahboula and Fintas, and stressed that an
increase of vacant newly-built buildings has helped reduce
prices even beyond 10 percent in some cases. However, the
experts remarked that the new buildings were not the only
reason behind the drop, adding that laying off and deporting
thousands of expats had played a major role because this
directly affected apartment buildings’ occupancy rates. 

In this regard, member of the real estate union Qais Al-
Ghanem expected rent values in investment buildings to suf-
fer an extreme ‘quake’ over the few coming months because of
these three factors - layoffs, deportations and new buildings.
“Deported expats have left hundreds of apartments vacant
and this has affected rent values,” he added, expecting that
rental drops would soon prevail and include various areas
around Kuwait, which made many owners and investors fish
for opportunities to rent their buildings to ministries and gov-
ernment bodies in order to have secured annual contracts
signed before rent values drop further. 

Moreover, Ghanem expected that the new electricity
and water consumption prices would force tenants to seek
alternatives such as living in remote areas or sending their
families back to their home countries.  Another well-
informed real estate source said that current statistics show
that around 7,000 new apartments had joined the market
over the past four months and expected the number to
jump to 15,000 by the end of the year. “This huge number
will have its negative impacts on increasing supply far
beyond demand and the only solution will be reducing rent
values,” he concluded. — Al-Rai

Probe in gold 

seals ‘theft’

KUWAIT: Sources said that the precious metals sector
at the ministry of commerce and industry discovered
during an inventory that four seals used to mark gold
were missing, besides the loss of quantities of plat-
inum that were in six systems for marking this highly
expensive metal. The ministry sent complaints to the
public prosecution on suspicion of thefts and public
funds squandering, as the missing items are consid-
ered public fund crimes.

The sources said the ministry has taken legal pre-
cautions to protect public funds and markets from any
cheating that may take in precious items due to the
loss of the seals. The commerce ministry has nearly 60
seals to mark gold, while the weight of gold that was
marked in Kuwait during last week reached 35 tons
that include all gold grades - 22 karat, 21 karat and 18
karat. — Al-Rai

KUWAIT: Kuwait Chamber of Commerce and Industry (KCCI)
recently made some proposals to help reduce prices in co-oper-
ative societies (co-ops) including reducing the time before co-
ops paid suppliers’ dues, not mandating them to provide cer-
tain amounts of free goods and leaving that to each supplier,
regulating damaged goods’ assessment to reduce cost on both
sides and restudying the process of renting co-op shelves. 

KCCI stressed that the four recommendations would have
to be put into practice through a work plan to be studied

well by the price control committees in various co-ops that
were also advised to reject any call for unifying prices in
order to allow competition, freeing prices to cope with free
trade principles, not mandating merchants to provide any
documents, bills or bank transfer receipts to the co-ops
union because this violates merchants’ business secrets, and
gradually excluding goods that are subsidized by the gov-
ernment, those with alternatives and luxury products like
chocolates and sweets. — Al-Qabas

KCCI makes four proposals 

to reduce prices at co-ops 

Patriot system

cables stolen

KUWAIT: Informed sources at the Ministry of Electricity
and Water (MEW) said thieves stole parts of aerial power
cables that feed the Patriot missile system. They added that
the system does not rely on the overhead cables as much
as on its own generators. 

The sources said MEW had asked many times over that
its aerial lines be secured as they are continually stolen.
They said thefts are repeated along portions of the Salmy
and Naayem lines.

They said the ministry is currently studying the idea of
installing cameras on power lines to monitor them and
give a warning as the thefts are being committed, and the
idea is now under trial and if proven successful, it will be
implemented. 

The ministry said it has issued a tender to install steel
columns instead of wooden ones to make it difficult for
thieves to destroy and steal them. — Al-Rai

KUWAIT: Informed sources said the
Ministry of Electricity and Water
(MEW ) has begun preparations to
implement the new tariffs for the two
utilities as it put out a tender to devel-

op and operate the smart meters sys-
tem and its communications network
in Kuwait to implement this tariff on
the investment sector as a start.
Meanwhile, the ministry extended the

tender of supplying, installing, operat-
ing and maintaining turbines that
operate on a compound cycle to
increase power capacity at Subbiya
station. — Al-Jarida

Smart meters tender placed


